Abstract-We present a homomorphous mapping that converts problems with linear equality constraints into fully unconstrained and lower-dimensional problems for optimization with PSO. This approach, in contrast with feasibility preservation methods, allows any unconstrained optimization algorithm to be applied to a problem with linear equality constraints, making available tools that are known to be effective and simplifying the process of choosing an optimizer for these kinds of constrained problems. The application of some PSO algorithms to a problem that has undergone the mapping presented here is shown to be more effective and more consistent than other approaches to handling linear equality constraints in PSO.
Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [6] is a social algorithm that is most naturally applied to unconstrained optimization problems. Potential solutions called 'particles' are initialized within and 'flown' through the target function's domain, searching for the global minimum or maximum. The standard formulas for particle motion are given as follows: Vt+i = WVt + blUlt&(p -Xt) + b2U2t®(g -Xt) (1) Xt+1 = Xt + vt+1 (2) where w is the inertia weight, each ¢/j 2, each Ui is a vector of numbers drawn from a standard uniform distribution, and 0 performs point-wise vector multiplication [9] . The variables p and g are different for each particle and represent the best known position in the particle's own past and the best known position among particles in its neighborhood, respectively.
While unconstrained optimization is the process of finding a vector g* E RD such that f(g*) is the global optimum, constrained optimization involves finding an optimal g* c Y where F c R1D is a feasible subspace of the original domain. In other words, the addition of constraints always restricts the space from which an optimal vector may be taken. A number of approaches have been used to add constraint-handling capabilities to PSO, each different depending on the nature of the constraints [3, 4, 12, 14, 15] . Though diverse in detail, the various methods of handling constraints in evolutionary optimization algorithms can be categorized as one or more of the following [7, 12] :
Preserve: All potential solutions are initialized within F and special operators are applied to search for new solutions without violating the constraints. Penalize: The fitness of solutions not in F is artificially reduced in some way to make those solutions less desirable. Partition: Solutions are partitioned into feasible and infeasible sets and each set is treated differently. This includes techniques such as repair of infeasible solutions and prioritizing solutions based on feasibility.
Preprocess: The problem itself is transformed so that the constraints are either easier to handle or eliminated. The Homomorphous Mapping introduced by Koziel and Michalewicz [7] is in this category.
This paper is concerned with improving the performance of PSO when applied to problems with linear equality constraints. These constraints are generally given in the form Ax = b. Admittedly, linear equality constraints form a very small subset of possible constraints, but they appear in useful real world problems such as the training of support vector machines [13] . Some interesting work specific to handling linear equality constraints in PSO is found in the Linear PSO (LPSO) and Converging Linear PSO (CLPSO) algorithms introduced by Paquet and Engelbrecht [12] .
These algorithms, while simple to implement and empirically effective, have two basic limitations. First, they rely on feasibility preservation, which inherently restricts algorithm design because the constraints must define the set of possible motion operators. Second, the linear restriction placed on the motion equations is known to reduce the effectiveness of PSO in unconstrained problems [11] , leading one to ask whether another style of PSO motion may be more effective in linearly constrained problems.
We propose a homomorphous mapping that transforms a space constrained by Ax = b into a space that is not only fully unconstrained, but also of lower dimensionality, allowing any unconstrained optimization algorithm to be directly applied to a much easier problem. We begin by discussing LPSO and CLPSO, followed by the introduction of the homomorphous mapping suitable for handling linear equality constraints and some discussion about the motivation for the algorithm. Results comparing existing constrained optimization techniques are then given.
LPSO and CLPSO
LPSO (Linear PSO) is much like classical PSO, except that rather than use a different random number for each element of the velocity and position vectors, a single scalar is multiplied by each vector, thus:
Vt+l =WVt+q1U1t(Pi-Xt)±+q2U2t(gi-Xt) (3) This means that the resultant velocity (and therefore position) is a strictly linear combination of other particle po-0-7803-9363-5/05/$20.00 ©2005 IEEE. 74 sitions. If the particles are all initialized within Y = {xIAx = b}, then they will always be within F. CLPSO is similar to LPSO except that its globally best particle has its own motion equation: its next position is calculated as the sum of its personal best and a small random velocity within the null space of the equality constraints. This allows the swarm to do more local exploration and guarantees that at least a local minimum will be found.
These algorithms fill an interesting gap in the constrained PSO literature because they focus solely on linear equality constraints. They also have the advantage of relative implementation simplicity. While CLPSO appears to have much better exploration capabilities than LPSO, however, both are based upon a version of PSO that has observably poor exploration characteristics as the particles near convergence.
Consider for a moment the problem of unconstrained optimization using LPSO. If we think of the positions of particles as vectors, some or all of which participate in a basis set, then linear combinations of these vectors will span a space. Motion that is a result of strictly linear operations of these positions will force particles to always be within that span; this fact is what makes LPSO afeasibility preserving method.
This same feature, however, cripples it in terms of exploration capability. If there are fewer particles than effective constrained dimensions, then the algorithm is doomed from the start to explore a space with lower effective dimensionality than the target domain. If there are more particles than effective dimensions, they must be initialized in such a way as to span the entire target domain, something that is fairly likely when using random initialization. Even when this is the case, however, as some particles approach convergence and diversity decreases in the swarm, fewer of the positions will be sufficiently unique to contribute to a full span, and the dimensionality of the searchable space decreases quickly.
In either case, the search space is eventually overconstrained. This behavior of reduced search dimensionality can be observed when watching LPSO near convergence. As some particles become still, the rest will increasingly explore along a periodic straight line trajectory through g. This exploration strategy can work well on some functions like Rastrigin, where the local minima are spread out on a regular grid, but in general it is not effective.
Even the use of some diversity increasing approaches like ARPSO [16] or Spatial Extension PSO [8] does little to solve the problem, as these are commonly implemented to perform a linear change to the particle's motion. As long as the underlying motion overconstrains the search space, these diversity increasing methods are of little help.
The overconstraining of the problem over time results in premature convergence to locations of the target domain that are not even local minima, an issue that motivated the development of CLPSO (Converging Linear PSO), which changes the motion equation for the best particle in the swarm so that it explores in a complete span of the feasible domain using a random velocity component in the null space of A. This idea is mathematically sound and empirically effective, but it is possible that fundamentally changing the underlying motion will produce better results.
Homomorphous Mappings in PSO
The homomorphous mapping approach proposed by Koziel and Michalewicz [7] has many advantages over preservation methods like LPSO and CLPSO, not least of which are the ability to use an unmodified unconstrained optimization algorithm and a sometimes significant reduction of the dimensionality of the problem. This idea is especially interesting when using PSO, since it is simple to implement, effective at optimization, and most naturally applied to unconstrained problems.
In general terms, the goal of a homomorphous mapping is to convert a difficult constrained problem into a simpler constrained or unconstrained problem. The burden of constraint handling is thus shifted from the optimization algorithm to an algorithm that creates a transform or decoder X : S H-* F such that S is a space that is easier to work with than F. The use of the decoder allows an optimization algorithm to work with points x E S while evaluating the target function in its original space: f (X(x)). For more information on this interesting idea, see Koziel and Michalewicz [7] .
Linear Equality Constraints
Linear equality constraints of the form Ax = b always define a hyperplane, assuming that the rows of A are linearly independent [12] . Since a hyperplane has lower effective dimensionality (D-) than the space in which it exists (D), it is always possible to reorient the plane such that it is completely contained within RD , a space that is spanned by a subset of the axes in RD. For example, a plane in R3 can always be oriented to lie in the x-y plane, and a line in R3 can be oriented to lie along the x axis.
The size of RD may be easily determined from the linear equality constraints themselves. Each row of A represents a vector that is normal to a hyperplane in RD, and the effective dimensionality of this hyperplane is always D -1. To illustrate this idea, it is useful to think of adding constraint hyperplanes into a space one at a time; the first hyperplane reduces the effective dimensionality by 1, the second forms an intersection with the first which drops another effective dimension, and so on. The goal of the homomorphous mapping is to reorient the resulting lowerdimensional hyperplane such that it is contained entirely within RD , allowing search to be restricted to that smaller unconstrained space during optimization.
The most obvious such mapping is a projection from the larger space into the lower dimensional space, but this has some disadvantages, such as the necessity of selecting out the appropriate dimensions in order to perform a useful (non-degenerate) projection. The mapping on which we will focus our attention in this paper is composed of rotations and translations which are represented in a single homogeneous matrix H = T-1. The complete method for Figure 1 . The figure also shows a useful alternative definition of a plane using two points: p1=bn (4) P2=pl+l.
(5) This two-point definition of a hyperplane is used in Algorithm 1, which requires that each n has unit length. Since any constraint system Ax b may be trivially rewritten to satisfy this requirement, it will be assumed throughout the rest of this paper that constraints are normalized in this way.
The HHM algorithm is composed of two high-level steps. Starting at line 2 it calculates all of the necessary rotations that will orient the constraint hyperplane so that it is parallel to IRD , but not necessarily contained within it. On line 9 it begins the process of finding the translation that will move the hyperplane so that it has no support outside of RD Each of these steps will be given special consideration 
The value pairs required by the HHM algorithm is a list of point pairs representing the constraint planes as defined in (4) and (5).
To better describe the HHM algorithm, which applies to arbitrary linear equality constraints in any number of dimensions, it is useful to work through a concrete example where the number of constraints and the dimensionality are fixed. The discussion that follows will assume that A has two rows and that D = 3. Each constraint represents a plane in R3, and the two constraints together form a line at their intersection. The HHM algorithm will be applied to create a transform T that orients the entire space so that this line lies along the x-axis.
Rotation
The first step is to rotate each plane so that the intersection is parallel to the x axis. We begin with plane 1, which is defined by two points P1, P2 = pairs [1] . This plane will be rotated so that its normal is parallel to the z axis, effectively eliminating the need to consider that axis during subsequent rotations.
The first plane is realigned by rotating a projection of the normal in two planes, starting with the x-z plane; the 76 normal is transformed so that its projection in the x-z plane (denoted nx7z) lies along the z axis. Once this is done, the projection will be oriented correctly, but the actual normal vector may still have some support along the y axis. Figure 2 illustrates what the algorithm is doing on lines 6-7: it first gets the normal into the current space and then calculates the rotation angle 0 that will cause the projection of the normal into the j-a plane to lie along the a axis. In this example, j is the index of the x component in n and a is the index of the z component in n.
The angle 0 is computed by 0 -arctanna (8) and is used to construct a rotation matrix Ro,j,a that will orient n7Z along the z axis. The rotation matrix is the identity matrix of size D + 1 with the exception of the following elements:
Rj,j = cos 0 Ra,j = sin 0
Rj,a = -sin 0 Ra,a, cos 0
Again referring to the example, the process is repeated in the y-z plane so that nyZ lies along the z axis. When finished, the unprojected n1 -(0 0 I)T and is therefore lined up along the z axis. Because the first plane now has constant support along the z axis, the intersection of the planes does as well. Therefore, when applying this process to subsequent planes, that axis need not be considered again. When the next plane is considered, a rotation is performed in the x-y plane so that the projection of the second normal into that plane (nx'Y) lines up with the y axis. When that is done, the intersection of the two planes will be parallel with the x axis, and the rotation step is complete. to ensure that plane 2 contains the origin. As long as no translation occurs in the z axis, the first plane will still contain the origin as well. Figure 4 illustrates the way in which the translations are calculated. The angle 0 is part of two triangles, and can therefore be used in two formulas to find the unknown distance x:
Translation
Because the planes may not have crossed through the origin, the rotation step does not limit the constraint hyperplane to RD . It does, however, have constant support in all but the first D-dimensions. The last step performed by the HHM algorithm performs a translation so that this constant support is removed, e.g. the intersection of the two planes in R3 is not merely parallel to the x-axis, but superimposed over it. This translation step is made more convenient by the two-point definition of a plane shown in Figure 1 . Translating so that the first plane contains the origin is very simple: its normal points along the z-axis and therefore it needs to be translated by its (easily calculated) distance from the origin. Once this step is complete, however, the second plane may look something like that shown in Figure 3 . Note that iPi is no longer the point in the plane closest to the origin, and therefore LIIH 1 1 1) which is how the translation is calculated in lines 15-16. This calculation works for every plane to which it is applied, including the first.
Comments on HHM
The result of applying HHM is a homogeneous matrix T that transforms every point in RD to another point in RD. Importantly, points in the feasible region F are all transformed by this process to be contained within 3RD , e.g. no vector in Y will have a nonzero value for y or z after applying T, effectively reducing the dimensionality of the target function.
To obtain the desired matrix A : RD RE, one need merely invert T and appropriately pad vectors in RRD with zeros and a trailing 1 before multiplying. Performing a general inverse operation, however, is unnecessary because of 76 the nature of rotation matrices; it is straightforward to obtain the inverse by splitting out the rotation and translation components of T. The effects of applying H can then be obtained by first applying the negative of the translation vector followed by the transposed rotation matrix. Other optimizations are possible, but are beyond the scope of this paper.
It is natural to ask why something simple like Gaussian Elimination was not used instead of this rotation/translation mapping. The advantages of the HHM presented here are that it preserves Euclidean distance and it produces an easily-reversed mapping, fulfilling two of the desiderata for homomorphous mappings [7] . Gaussian Elimination, on the other hand, performs a projection and is difficult to implement in a numerically stable way in all cases; in order to apply Gaussian Elimination in a way that is guaranteed to be stable, one must choose the appropriate subset of axes on which to do the projection (equivalent to determining the way in which columns of A are reordered), hopefully in such a way that distances in the projection correspond to similar distances in the original space [7] . The HHM does this automatically by preserving Euclidean distance, and its potential numerical problems inherent in repeated matrix multiplication are easily addressed by infrequent reorthonormalization.
Here they are subject to the following linear equality constraints [12] Using the mapping produced by HHM, results were obtained by applying the following unconstrained implementations of PSO to the resulting lower-dimensional problems:
Constricted:
+ q2U2t8(g -Xt)) (14) BareBones:
Xt+i-G = (P + g), I IGP-g1l2 (15) PSOGauss:
Experiments
Given the above algorithm for calculating a mapping, handling linear constraints is as simple a task as finding H and searching using particles x e RD while evaluating f (Hx) in the original space. The approach outlined here is actually more general than its application to PSO, since any unconstrained optimization procedure may be applied after XH has been calculated.
Experimental Setup
Several benchmark functions were applied with the introduction of LPSO and CLPSO, comparing them against Genocop II, an evolutionary optimization package [10] .
These benchmarks are also commonly used to test unconstrained optimization algorithms: [5] is a simple parameter-free algorithm proposed by Kennedy, and PSOGauss is a version of Constricted PSO with Gaussian noise as proposed by Clerc in his TRIBES paper [1] . In the definitions of both BareBones and PSOGauss, G(., ) produces a draw from a multivariate Gaussian distribution with the supplied mean and covariance. In all unconstrained algorithms, a star sociometry is used.
Results
Tables 1-5 duplicate Paquet and Engelbrecht's results using Genocop II, LPSO, and CLPSO [12] . The tables also provide the results of applying HHM to the three unconstrained algorithms above. Except on the Rastrigin function, the use of the HHM allows all of the unconstrained algorithms to outperform not only LPSO and CLPSO, but Genocop II as well. Genocop II has better worst-case performance on Rastrigin but only has better average performance when employing 20 particles.
On every benchmark, including Rastrigin, the unconstrained algorithms find minima that are at least as good as those found by the constrained algorithms. Notably, every unconstrained algorithm has better best and worst-case behavior than the constrained algorithms on Griewank.
In addition to these results, Figure 5 shows the average fitness obtained by the swarm over time. The 
Conclusions
The homomorphous mapping is a useful and effective alternative to feasibility preservation when dealing with linear equality constraints in PSO. The particular mapping developed here, the HHM, is simple to implement, does not suffer from the numeric problems inherent in using Gaussian Elimination, and allows the application of any unconstrained optimization algorithm to a problem of reduced dimensionality. The performance of the unconstrained PSO algorithms chosen here is not only better than that of both LPSO and CLPSO in many instances, it also compares favorably with or outperforms Genocop II. The ability to apply any unconstrained optimization algorithm to functions with linear equality constraints is a benefit by itself, since there are many more effective unconstrained optimization algorithms than those that handle constraints directly, many of which have been well tuned. Reducing the problem dimensionality provides further benefits that cannot be ignored.
The HHM approach described here may also be useful when working with linear inequality constraints; it is possible that it could form the basis for a truly general method of linear constraint handling. Work is ongoing in this area and will be addressed more completely in the future.
It remains to be seen how this approach will fare in real world applications like the training of SVMs, a potentially interesting direction for future research.
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